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ABSTRACT
'   We sti,dy 'a two component model in which the dominant non-             -
diffractivc component possesses Koba, Nielsen and Olesen scaling
and the other component is diffractive. This model is fit to
:1-the  available  p  p_and  Tr p topol6gical cross sections above
<--------,-.em --=.
10 GeV/c, and is used to make predictions at higher energies.
For purposes of comparison, a one componant scaling model is
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There has been a great deal of interest in the topological cross sec-
tions for n charged particle production o  and.the n particle correlation
functions fn at very high energies because they may lead to an understand-
ing of the production mechanism.  Many.models.have been discussed which
can  explain some features  of  a   and  f . 1
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It is a remarkable empirical fact  that at Serpukhov and NAL energies
(50 - 303 GeV' c) the function 9 = <n> a /a., where <n> is the average-1- - n incharged multiplicity and c.  is the inelastic cross section, may depend only onin
-x = n/<n>.  Thus, it is independent of energy and exhibits a new type of
scaling.  This scaling has been shown by Koba, Nielsen and Olesen to follow
from the Feynman scaling property of inclusive cross sections and indicates
,·                                 3
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the possibility of long range correlations.
It appears that a single·scaling component is an oversimplified picture
so that Some non-scaling correction ought to be present, especially when
lower energy data are considered. It is, therefore, of interest to study
models in which a non-scaling component is used to correct the predictions
of scaling.  The general idea of two component models was first discussed
4
by Wilson, and later by others.
The basic assumption of our two component model is that a  consists of
two parts: the dominant part a arises through a non-diffractive or pion-na
ization process.  The other part c b is due to an energy independent dif-
fractive process and is non-vanishing for low multiplicities.  Possible
4interference terms are neglected.
In the present article, we take a phenomenological approach and attempt
to fit the data with such a two component model.  The plan of the article is
...
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to discuss the formalism in Sec.II, the p p collisions in Sec.III and Tr p
-*=:1 




In the present model, the dominant component a satisfies KNO scaling,
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where the subscript specifies the production mechanism, and
X=  T l/ <n> , .71<= <n >2   ' .      1lb =<nj    ,
I.
Ga-+ 66= 6in , Gal6. = (1 4/3.=6,
(3)
in      )          In
and Q is the total charge of the reaction, i.e.,
+                  -Q   =2    forp.p,    Tr p and Q= 0 for TT p.
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and
fb  =   (726 -   Q  ) /2  -  <n_ > ,
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(6)
where the sum is over even multiplicities, and for the first component a,-
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the sum is converted to an integral. The requirements
S  61'  /61»    =   1    ,                                                   (7)
and
I n /    =     a  yl a   +     6    726
(8)
are satisfied. In the present work, a and n  are taken to be energy indepen-
dent so that na varies linearly with <n>.  This is in conformity to the
notion that diffraction is energy independent.
To calculate the n particle correlation functions, we make use of
the generating function
n.
F (h)= 57, (1+ h ) dh//J ih
.w   ;f    C   1-1  11)'1(6'an  +   6L A  ) /6' 5 4       ,




The  quantity   in   F (h) is expanded .in powers   o f  h
00
fLJF  (h} =   37,     62   i   /f f     .
2 =.1 (10)
One then obtains7
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with a + 2a + ...+ la = 11          2                                 Z
and al + a2         ... + al = p.
The generalization of 12 and *b-that is denoted by 9 is given with
the aid of Eqs. (1), (2) and (8) as
<n >air /4     =    +  =     (dRA  +    1,)16)(de.n+  36»)/61 0,in
2 1.
=   d.  '111(n/h.,)+  6,4'b  (n,)tb  )  f   a6{')1*  b /R6 +   Rb' 1 /Oki  .
(13)
The diffractive dissociation part b which has a constant dross section
is associated with low multiplicities so that n  is treated as a constant
and the logarithmic growth of the average multiplicity arises from the part a.
F                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     -
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We now consider the two particle correlation functions.  In the
two component model, one obtains   the two charged particle correlation functions
from    (11)    and    (12)  :
1,= A*- Al-
=·a <n(n-i )>6  +     6< rt (n. -1)2  -  C o  nk +   6 916  )2
= R fo.2 +  6 362  +  d.6 ( 71.- 726 )',
(14)
where
fl z = <72(n„- i )>i - 72  = D   722 , ( l= a, 6 )
e    (15)
The two particle correlation function for negatively charged particles
is defined as
f =< 2,-   <2>-<rt - >   
-                                    (16)
Th-e term <n-2 > can be expressed in terms of products of <n_> with the aid
of Eqs.(5) and (8) so that
i- r
3-2 =  (-   -  1    ) <Y l- > , +   9   (Q  -  672b)  -  Q  -  1 j   <  )1 -  >
*Q41   Q (Q-6 726  )2 +   f  C  n.i + 2. 725 -2 Q ) -    ., 3




Another quantity  o f interest  is the dispersion  D  =   (<n2>  -  <n>2)*,
that was found by Wroblewski to satisfy a linear law D = A<n> - B, with
9
A, B constant in inelastic hadron collisions at high energy. In the
present two-component model, one obtains from (5)
D =  [(A <u> - 8  )' 4   C  Ji,                                                                           (18,
where
A ·(44 )1.1 (19)
1                 k , Ca8 = i(ty'6/131-F-1 9 1 ). .              (20)
C   =    6  1    A  C (ii-  1  1 -4      +   1 716   -   2  Q          .                                                                                              (21)4-4
We note that if C of (21) is small compared to (A<n> - B)2, it
follows from Eq. (18) that
D=A <A- B. (22)
The validity of Eq.(22) in the context of our model is discussed in Sec.V.
V
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III.  p p COLLISIONS
10
The p p topological cross sections at 50, 69, 102, 205, 303 GeV/c
11             12
have been fit very well by Slattery and Weisberg with one component that
has KNO scaling.  We are interested in the question of whether or not the
13
diffractive component b is needed when the lower energy p p data from
10 to 50 GeV/c are combined with the above data.
l
·
For this purpose, we fit the 9 given by Eq. (13) to the data.  We take
as free parameters  m,   a, n ' and   <n> in which  m,   a,   and  n are energy
independent constants, whereas   <n> is chosen  to  be .the experimental average
-
multiplicity of a given energy.
The momenta of the data used are listed in Table I as are the results.
We can obtain a one-component effective scaling model by setting 'a = 1
2
which is also listed in Table I.  The X  fit for both the one- and two-
component models deteriorates with the addition of the 10 and 19 GeV/c
data,   but .the second component does improve   the   fit.      When  we   add   24. 14
',
GeV/c data, however, the  - nearly doubles although we added only 7 data
points (see lines  5  and 6 of Table I). Since the parameters actually
change by only a few percent, we retain a measure of confidence in our
-parameters.  Our best two-component parameters are m = 1.7, a = 0.86 and
nb = 3.7 Cline 3 of Table I).
In Fig. 1, we have indicated the quality of our fit to the multipli ity
data by comparing our two-component  9 with the p p data at  10. GeV/c and at
303 GeV/c.  We note a slow energy dependence of our two-component Y over
the range of data that is fitted.  Therefore, we do not present the one .
component $ for p p and H p collisions.
.-I -
One can also compare the one- and two-component models by examining
the two particle correlation functions f2.
V
·-                            9.---..
. .
The correlation functionf2  for negative charged particles is given
by Eq. (17).  In Fig.2, the two-component model is compared with the one-
component effective scaling model (a = 1) and with the f2- data.  In
addition, we have illustrated the effect of changing the normalization from
the summation method (in which C2 varies slightly with <n>)  to the integration
method6'14 [in which (2 is fixed by Eq.(5)].  The result of the two methods




In Fig.3, the dispersion D is obtained by using the summation method and
Eq. (13), and is compared with the data as well as the one-component effective
scaling model.  One observes from Figs. 2 and 3 that the two-component model
is preferred over the one-component effective scaling model.
t TV.  Tr p COLLISIONS
=L-
The previc,us analysis of Sec.III forp p collisions is extended to Tr p
collisions. In contrast   to  the  p p -case, corresponding  data  at NAL energies
are not presently available so that one must make predictions at high energies
based on data at relatively low momenta 10 GeV/c to 60 GeV/c. ·'15.16,17
The W givrn by Eq. (13) is fitted in a similar manner to the p p case
and the result:, are given for Ti|.p and Tr-p in Tables II and III, respectively.
In the Ti p case, we find m = 2.9, a = 0.77 and n  = 4.2.   (See line 3 of
Table   II.)     We  note the improvement   of  the   fit  by the second component.
In the Tr-p case, the quality of the fit is very poor when we include all the
i





m = 1.9, a = 0.95 and n  = 3.4 (see line 7 of Table 1II).is our best estimate
since we cannot resolve inconsistencies in the data. (See Table III and
Figs.7 and 9.)
+-The   *  for  Tr  p   and  Tr  p  are  given  in  Figs.   4   and 5, respectively,   for   the
:1:
i.. highest
momentum  60   GeV/c   for  TT  p,   and the lowest momentum   16   GeV/c   for  Tf'-P   and
10 GeV/c for Tr P. In Figs.6 and 7, the two particle correlation functions
14
f2- are calcul ated by
the summation method    ind are compared to the data.
In Figs.8 and 9, the dispersions D are given and compared to the data.
We find that for the Tl+p case the two-component model is definitely pre-
ferred, · whereas   for the Tr  p case the two-component model is slightly better .
than .the one-component effective scaling model.
t
i In contrast to the·situation above in which all the data are considered,
we finally observe  that  for the highest avai].able  data (40 GeV/c'and above),
there·is no preference between the one and two component models in p p and
Ti*p collisions, and the two component model is preferred for the Tr p col-
lisions (see Tables I-III).
V.  REMARKS AND PREDICTIONS
.·    It has become increasingly clear that a simplified one component model
of a diffractive Pomeron exchange component or a non-diffractive (multi-
peripheral or pionization) component does not provide a reasonable fit to
.t
high energy data on p p and Tr p collisions slich as the topological cross
1 ·          · sections, and two particle correlations.
We consider a two component model in which the dominant first non-
diffractive conponent effectively satisfies KNO scaling. The second
' diffractive component is energy independent and satisfies a Poisson dis-
tribution in the negatively charged particles.  We hope that this model
..I
.
--                  11
91:zis applicable to p..p and Tr p collisions ·above 10 GeV/c. Recently, the high
energy p p collision data have been fitted in several papers in the frame-
18
work of a two component model. The present paper differs fram all of
these in the choice of one component tHat satisfies KNO scaling.
: Let us now discuss the dispersion D obtained in Sec.II, and compare
8our results with the data and Wroblewski's result. on the linearity of D
versus <n>.  We note from Eqs.(18) and (21) that
D =  ((2 -  1  }f  <.n. >  2                                                                              (23)
in the scaling model (b = 0). This raises the following questions.  Can
5'
D be represented by a straight line, and, if so, does the curve extrapolate
to D=O a t <n> =0?  We find from Fig.3 that the dispersions from both
models have a slight curvature.  The departure of the effective scaling
model from Eq. (23) is due to the fact that we normalize the a component
6
with the summat: ion method. If, in addition, we calculate the parameters    -
A, B. and C of Eqs. (18) and  (22)  for p p collisions, we find A = 0.63,
B = 1.15 and C = 1.4 in our two component model in contrast to Wroblew-
8                                   -ski's  A=B= 0.585.
-
We find A  = 0.69, B = 2.07 and C - 2.2 for Tf P, and A= 0.50, B = O. 40,
C = 0.70 for TI-p. These values should be compared to A = 0.44, B = 0.09
for n*p and A =: 0.44, B = 0.22 for n-p given in Ref.8.  In the TI p case,
the curvature is considerable (see Fig.8) in disagreement with Ref.8,
whereas in the N-p case, we are in agreement (see Fig.9). In general, the
D  of  the two cc,mponent model approaches the linear function  Eq. (23)   for
sufficiently.large average multiplicities <n>.
12
We now consider the quant-ity  W  =  <n>a  /a.   0 We observe  in  Fig. 1  thatn in
the 9 for p p given by our two component model, is nearly the same at 10
and 303 GeV/c.  It appears on geometrical grounds that a plot of 9 versus
n/<n> should be roughly energy independent.  The same phenomena occur for
+ -Trp and Tr pas indicated in Figs.4 and 5. We expect that the curves of W
given in Figs.1,4 and 5 should resemble similar plots of $ at higher energies.
In order to predict 9 at higher energies, a reasonably accurate value
of <n> is all that is required, since all the other parameters have been
19
estimated.  In the case of p p collisions, we take <n> = 9.5 for
Plab .: lab
= 500 GeV/c, <n> = 11.7 for p = 1500 GeV/c,  and  <n>= 16.3 for Plab =
10, 000   GeV/c.       It   is   to be noticed in Fig.10   that the se-cond component   is  .
becoming visible at p = 1500 GeV/c giving rise to the low multiplicity bump-lab
-20
dip-bump structure.     This  is  a well known property  t,f two component models.-·
-'1
This feature is more prominent if c /c. is plotted versus n.  As energyn in
increases, the a component is spreading out and reducing in absolute value
whereas   the b (tomponent is fixed    (see   Fig. 11).
21
In a simi].ar manner, we present our prediction   of 9 and c /c.  forln
TT p    and   Tr-p in Figs.12-14.        Note    that a graph   of    9   for   Tr-p    is not given,
since the 60 Ge·V/c curve of Fig.5 adequately represents the result.  This
is  due  to the fact  that  the Tr p parameters approximate those  of pure scaling.
Clearly, it is not possible to choose between the present one component
model and our two component model. Higher energy Tr p multiplicity data from
NAL and p p data from the ISR would be helpful in making a choice.
It is extremely interesting from our point of view to find out what
2,12
the present and previous phenomenological models that have KNO scaling
models reveal about the underlying production mechanisms.  Various attempts
.
13
3,22in this direction have been made recently, which may lead to a better
understanding of high energy collisions.
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Model Parameters for 9 = <n> a /a.  in p p Collisions
n in
Momenta Used Fitted 2    Number of
(GeV/c) Parameters          x    Data Points Model
10 19 24 50 69 102 205 303        m     a     n 
X X X X X 1.14 0.99  4.4       46        50          2-component
X X X X X 1.12 1 46 50 ' 1-component
xx , x x 1.. .x 1.7 0.86  3.7 113 61 2-component
X X x x x  x x     1.4  1         171     61      1-component
x  x xxx.x   x   x 1.9 0.83  3.9      216        68          2-component
X X X X X X X X 1.6   1              321        68          1-component
..
/





Model Parameters for 9 = <n> c /a.  in Tf' p Collisions
n in
Momenta Used · Fitted Number of
2
(GeV/c) Parameters               X    Data Points Model
16   1 .5   40  · 45   60     m      a      n 1
I x x x 2.3 0.69   5.0           25       25         2-component
X            X X 1.6    1                    30       25         1-component
X                X X X X 2.9 0.77   4.2           77 37 2-component
X X xxx2.21 142       37         1-component






Model Parameters for 9 =· <n> c /c.  in Tr-p Collisionsn in
Momenta Used           ' Fitted Number of2
(GeV/c) Parameters        X     Data Points
Model
10 13 16 18.5 20 25 40 45 60    m    a    n 
X X X 1.6  0.78  6.8     36        29          2-component
x  x x   1.4  1             91        29          1-component
X    X X X X 1.7  0.95  2.7     98        42          2-component
X X XXX 1.8 1 206        42          1-component
X XXXXXX 2.0  0.95 3.4 172        61          2-component
X XXXXXX 1.8  1 330        61          1-component
xxx X X X X X X 1.9  0.95 3.2 201        74          2-component




Fig. 1:  Plot of V = <n> an/ain versus (n/<n>) for p p+n charged particles
at 10 and 303 GeV/c.  The curves are the two c9mponent fit of
Eq. (13).  The values of the parameters are m = 1.7, a = 0.86 and
n  = 3.7.
b
Fig. 2.  Plot of two particle correlation function f2- versus <n_> for
p p + negative particles at momenta 10, 19, 24, 50, 69, 102, 205
and 303 GeV/c.  The curves represent the one component fit m = 1.4,
a=1 and the two component fit m= 1.7, a= 0.86, n  = 3.7, using
both the sum and integral methods.
Fig. 3.  Plot of dispersion D versus <n> for p p+ charged particles at
momenta 10, 19, 24, 50, 69, 102, 205 and 303 GeV/c.  The curves
represent the one and two component fits.
Fig. 4.  Plot of 9 = <n> a /a. versus (n/<n>)  for n p + n charged particles
n in
at 16 and 60 GeV/c.  The curves are the two component fit of Eq. (13).
The parameters are m = 2.9, a = 0.77 and n  = 4.2.
Fig. 5..  Plot of V = <n> a /a. versus (n/<n>) for Tr-p + n charged particlesn in
at 10 and 60 GeV/c.  The curves are the two component fit of Eq. (13).
Sl
The parameters are m = 1.9, a = 0.95 and n  = 3.4.
---        ·   23
Fig. 6.  Plot of two particle correlation function %2- versus <n-> for
.
lf'.P - negative particles at momenta 16, 18.5, 40, 45 and 60 GeV/c.
The curves represent the one and two component fits.
Fig. 7.  Plot of two particle correlation function f2- versus <n_> for
Tr p + negative particles at .momenta 10, 13, 16, 18.5, 20 , 25,
40, 45 and 60 GeV/c.  The curves represent the one and two
component fits.
Fig. 8.  Plot of dispersion D versus <n> for lf*-p + n charged particles at
momenta 16, 18.5, 40, 45 and 60 GeV/c.  The curves represent the
one and two component fits.
Fig.  9.    Plot of dispersion B versus  <n>  for Tr-p  + n charged particles  at
momenta 10, 13, 16, 18.5, 20, 25, 40, 45 and 60 GeV/c.  The
curves represent the one and two component fits.
-
Fig. 10.  The two component result for 9 = <n> c /a.  versus n/<n> obtainedn in
from Eq. (13) for p p+n charged particles at 500, 1500 and
10,000 GeV/c.
Fig. 11.  The two component result for c /0.  versus n for p p+n chargedn   in
particles obtained from 9/<n> [Eq. (13)] at 500, 1000,'1500 and
10,000  GeV/c. The energy .independent b component  is also presented.
24
Fig. 12.  The two component results for $ = <n> a /a.  versus n/<n> obtained
n in
from Eq. (132 for n p + n charged particles at 100 and 200 GeV/c.
+
Fig.   13 .     The two component results   for  c /c. versus  n.  for  1-r p+n chargedn in
particles obtained from 9/<n> [Eq. (13)] at 100 and 200 GeV/c.
, Fig.  14.    The two component results  for an/c versus  n  for  Tr-p  + n chargedln
particles obtained from 9/<n> [Eq. (13)] at 100 and 200 GeV/c.
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